Systems that have been granted ASBESTOS waivers 05/28/2014 10:45:21

LISTED BY EPA ID### If your name appears on this list, you have NOT renewed.

Source/Entry Point Related Waivers

LISTED BY EPA ID### If your name appears on this list, you have NOT renewed.

System Name- CANOVA  
EPA ID#- 0081 Source Name- TREAT SITE - #1 NORT Source #-04
SOC Method 549 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 548 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 547 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 531 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 525 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 515 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 524 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013

System Name- GARDEN CITY  
EPA ID#- 0137 Source Name- TREATMENT BLDG Source #-03
SOC Method 549 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 548 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 547 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 531 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 525 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 515 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 524 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013

System Name- WESTBERRY TRAILS WATER USERS ASSOC  
EPA ID#- 0253 Source Name- #1 Source #-01
Antimony waiver thru 2010
Barium waiver thru 2010
Beryllium waiver thru 2010
Cadmium waiver thru 2010
Chromium waiver thru 2010
Fluoride waiver thru 2010
Mercury waiver thru 2010
Nickel waiver thru 2010
Selenium waiver thru 2010
Thallium waiver thru 2010

System Name- SPEARFISH  
EPA ID#- 0311 Source Name- TREAT SITE - ELLINGS Source #-04
Barium waiver thru 2010
Cadmium waiver thru 2010
Chromium waiver thru 2010
Mercury waiver thru 2010
Selenium waiver thru 2010

System Name- VOLGA  
EPA ID#- 0346 Source Name- TREAT SITE FOR #8/#9 Source #-03
Antimony waiver thru 2010
Arsenic waiver thru 2010
Barium waiver thru 2010
Beryllium waiver thru 2010
Cadmium waiver thru 2010
Chromium waiver thru 2010
Mercury waiver thru 2010
Nickel waiver thru 2010
Selenium waiver thru 2010
Thallium waiver thru 2010

System Name - VOLGA
Antimony waiver thru 2010
Arsenic waiver thru 2010
Barium waiver thru 2010
Beryllium waiver thru 2010
Cadmium waiver thru 2010
Chromium waiver thru 2010
Mercury waiver thru 2010
Nickel waiver thru 2010
Selenium waiver thru 2010
Thallium waiver thru 2010

System Name - PINE LAKE HILLS
SOC Method 549 Use waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 548 Use waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 524 Use Waiver thru 2013

System Name - CROOKED OAKS CANYON HOMEOWNERS
Antimony waiver thru 2010
Arsenic waiver thru 2010
Barium waiver thru 2010
Beryllium waiver thru 2010
Cadmium waiver thru 2010
Chromium waiver thru 2010
Fluoride waiver thru 2010
Mercury waiver thru 2010
Nickel waiver thru 2010
Selenium waiver thru 2010
Thallium waiver thru 2010

System Name - GREENWOOD COLONY
SOC Method 549 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 548 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 547 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 531 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 525 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 515 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 524 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013

System Name - HUTTERVILLE HUTTERIAN BRETHREN
SOC Method 549 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 548 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 547 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 531 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 525 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 515 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 524 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013

System Name - CEDAR GULCH #2
SOC Method 549 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 548 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 547 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 531 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 525 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 515 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 524 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013

EPA ID# - 0346  Source Name - TREAT SITE - #6/#5/#7  Source # - 07
EPA ID# - 0624  Source Name - TREATMENT PLANT  Source # - 04
EPA ID# - 0915  Source Name - TREAT SITE FOR #2  Source # - 03
EPA ID# - 2022  Source Name - ENTRY POINT - #4  Source # - 06
EPA ID# - 2026  Source Name - TREAT SITE - #1 DEEP W  Source # - 01
EPA ID# - 2295  Source Name - TREAT SITE - #2  Source # - 06
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SOC Method 549 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 548 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 547 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 531 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 525 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 513 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013
SOC Method 524 Susceptibility Waiver thru 2013